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The production closed on January 17, A Warning to the Audience". Wishing to spare her son any shame,
Isobel never told him the truth of his ancestry. Now, Miss Shingle says, Monty is ninth in line to inherit the
earldom of Highhurst. Sibella has also drawn the attention of another gentleman of higher status, Lionel
Holland. Monty is dejected, but refuses to accept his apparent destiny as a poor commoner "Foolish to Think".
The Reverend gives Monty a tour of the ancestral family church. Monty and the Reverend ascend the bell
tower, where the Reverend nearly loses his balance, thanks to a gusty wind and his own inebriation. Monty
realizes how easy it would be to let the Reverend fall, exacting revenge for his mother and bringing him one
step closer to the earldom "Foolish to Think Reprise ". He observes Asquith, Jr. Monty follows them with the
intention of poisoning Asquith, Jr. He cuts a hole in the ice, and the skaters fall through and drown "Poison in
My Pocket". Sibella informs Monty that she is engaged to marry Lionel Holland. He encounters Henry in a
town pub and rescues him from an assault by a foreclosed-on tenant. Henry is married but clearly prefers the
company of men; Monty picks up on this and befriends him "Better With a Man". Henry is also an avid
beekeeper, and tells Monty that a person can be killed by an excess of bee-stings. Monty obtains a bottle of
lavender perfume, to which the bees are extraordinarily attracted. As she and Monty discover their similarities,
Henry is stung to death "Inside Out". Monty consoles Phoebe, and concludes that since he cannot be with
Sibella, she would be the perfect woman to be his countess when he becomes earl. As a woman about his own
age, she does not stand before him in the line of succession, and is highly sympathetic to the plight of his
mother. Posing as a member of the Foreign Office, Monty encourages Lady Hyacinth to travel first to war-torn
Egypt, then to a leper colony in India, in order to dispose of her. She returns unharmed both times, before
Monty sends her to an African jungle where a cannibal tribe lives. Lady Hyacinth is reported missing and
presumed dead "Lady Hyacinth Abroad". Pretending to misunderstand his cries for help, Monty adds more
weight than Bartholomew can hold, and then allows the barbell to fall and decapitate him. Lady Salome shoots
herself and dies, to the shock of her fellow actors and the approval of the audience. However, she would
"forbid" him to marry for love. She also asks if Monty can secure Lionel an invitation to Highhurst, as he has
political aspirations. Phoebe unexpectedly arrives, and Sibella hides in the next room. Monty is shocked to
discover that Lady Hyacinth has survived her encounter with the cannibals and is returning to London. As she
disembarks the ship, Monty uses an axe to cut the supports of the gangplank. It collapses, and she drowns in
the harbor. Monty, Phoebe, Sibella, and Lionel are all invited to Highhurst for the weekend, so that Lord
Adalbert can meet his heir. She begs him to break it off and declares that she loves him. Although he still
loves her, he angrily says that it is too late for her to claim ownership of him and that he will proceed with
marrying Phoebe. At dinner, a truly awful meal is served and Lord Adalbert and Lady Eugenia bicker
constantly. He gives Monty his loaded army rifle, and demands that he play the part of the valet, ordering
Monty to aim the gun at him. Monty cannot bring himself to shoot the earl, and lowers the gun, his
opportunity lost. He and Phoebe marry soon after. However, at the wedding reception, Chief Inspector
Pinckney of Scotland Yard arrests him for the murder of Lord Adalbert, who, it has been discovered, was
poisoned. A trial is held before the House of Lords, and evidence is given to both implicate and exculpate
Monty. Moved by the encounter, Monty shakes the hand of his last remaining relation. They conclude that an
unseen providence is watching over him, but Phoebe has one important question to ask him: She takes his
silence as an answer, and departs. Sibella arrives at the jail with a letter, purportedly from Phoebe and
addressed to Monty, confessing to poisoning the earl so that Monty could take his rightful place. Phoebe
returns to the jail with another letter, this one apparently from Sibella and also addressed to Monty, confessing
the same thing. Both women plead for the other to be arrested and Monty set free. Monty is awakened and, to
his great surprise, set free. Cheering crowds greet him outside. Phoebe and Sibella are there, evidently content
to share him between them. However, a guard hands Monty the journal, saying he found it and thought Monty
might need it. After the curtain call, Monty hands Chauncey a poisonous belladonna flower. Chauncey eats it,
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grimaces, and exits the stage.
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The chapter began with Ram, who was hungry and because of that, he began to search for food. But he had
one big problem. He had different ideas to find food. The best way was to go to a marriage and act as a
member of the family, said Salim. You could also eat the rubbish food, which people threw away, but that was
not the nicest way. Ram first of all went to explore the city and on the way, he saw a wonderful white
building, with a red stone entrance. It was the Taj Mahal, the landmark and whole pride of India. The Taj
Mahal was only free to visit on Friday, and on this day, it was. In the complex of the Taj Mahal, Ram went to
a tourist guide, to get some information about the mausoleum. After this, Japanese tourists asked him, if he
could act as a tourist guide. He answered first that he was also new here, but he changed his opinion and made
a guide for the Japanese people. Ram told the tourists wrong information. He earned fifty rupees in five
minutes. Ram now knew, that he would become a tourist guide. He met a small boy, called Shankar, who
helped Ram to find a place to stay in Agra. Ram had to pay a lot for his room. Shankar had a psychological
influence on Ram. He had very often dreams about his mother. Ram met some rich people, who invited him to
the palace hotel, he ate a lot and later, he went with them to prostitutes. Nita, a girl, was one of them. Ram fell
in love, and he asked a lot why she was doing this kind of job. She responded that she had to feed her family
and she also said that it was a nice job. But Ram knew, that it was a lie. He was right and Nita later told him
the truth. It was a tradition of her commune, that one girl of each family had to serve as a communal prostitute,
called Bedni. After this, he knew that he wanted to marry her. Another day, the police arrived at the outhouse,
because they wanted to search the thief who had been in the bank of Agra. Ram was afraid that the police
would want him. The police found the robber, it was Najmi, a member of the outhouse. A year later, Ram
invited Nita to the Taj Mahal by moon. He was well prepared, but he forgot what he wanted to say and asked,
if she loved him. Now she had to steal the money, but Ram disagreed. She believed that it was Lajwanti. After
a while, Shankar got sick. His chance to survive was extremely low, the doctor said. There was only one
chance, an American therapy, but it was also expensive. Ram believed that madam was the mother of Shankar,
but she disagreed and threw him out if her house. Ram went with the dead body to the party and showed it to
his mother. A while later Nita was in the hospital because she had been assaulted by a man from Mumbai. A
painting of Hussein with horses on it. He got four lakhs rupees for it, but Shyam, the owner of the brothel,
increased the claim to sic lakhs. He phoned to the man in the hospital, whose son survived because of the
donation from Ram. In the hospital, Ram gave the money to this man on the phone. The money was before for
Nita, but at that time, it was useless for Ram. The man could serve the life of his son with the money. Inside of
the impressing building there are some guides telling the story about why and how the Taj Mahal was built.
After these guides continue with the tour, he is left alone when a Japanese couple pays him some money for
information about the building. When Ram leaves the monument again to search for a place to stay, he finds a
boy called Shankar who takes him to an outhouse where he and some tenants live because he proposes that
Ram â€” or more Raju as he calls himself to prevent that the police might find him - stay at this outhouse as
well. Shankar manages to get Ram a room, though. This new feeling that Ram experiences for the first time in
his life made him want more and so he visits Nita more and more often and the more he visits her, the more he
falls in love with her, so much, that he even wants to marry her. During this time, Ram also gets to know the
other people from the outhouse better, for example the maid Lajwanti, who wants to find a groom for her
younger sister, so she can get a lavish wedding, but Lajwanti has a problem: A few days later she gets arrested
because she left a tell-tale sign. Also the friendship with Shankar grows, but it ends tragically because Shankar
gets infected with rabies. There is a cure against this disease, but it costs four lakh rupees - the same price Ram
would have to pay to get Nita. Also, this was the day when Shankar lost the language, because of the whole
shock. After he finds almost the whole sum of four lakh rupees in her safe, he returns to the hospital, where a
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man tries to persuade him to give him the money so he can save his son from the rabies he has, but Ram wants
to keep it to set Nita free. This man is very grateful and promises Ram to pay him back and offer him to be his
slave, Ram could call whenever he wanted to and he gives him a card with his name and his number on it.
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Somewhere in the last fifty years or so, the art of being a gentleman became less and less common for men.
Today, we often look up to those who do have the admirable traits that the men of old used to possess. When
we act as gentlemen, we portray qualities that all people look up to and that women find irresistibly attractive.
This is far from the truth. Being a gentleman means much more than saying please and thank you and always
giving in to others. That is a shallow and unfortunate misrepresentation of how a man should conduct himself.
Being a gentleman means carrying yourself with confidence and showing respect to all people. Confidence
does not mean a muscle t-shirt and a cigarette. It means being a respectable man who puts others first while
remaining sure of who he is as a person. Being a gentleman takes learning and practice. It is not something
that happens to us overnight. While a descriptive guide for being a gentleman in every possible human
situation would encompass a book far too large to read, this short guide will hopefully give you some idea as
to the way gentlemen generally act in certain circumstances. If you want to become a more respectable and
confident individual, consider the following guide a roadmap for your future behavior. How to Be a
Gentlemanâ€¦â€¦. Source While Speaking Although you may be a dashing, handsome, good looking
individual, it is a lost cause in acting as a gentleman if we do not speak like one. We must remember the
following: Never speak like someone you are not - If you are an educated individual who has ever taken an
English class, do not speak with slang or in a voice that sounds as though you want to be cool. You will
ultimately fail at portraying any coolness whatsoever. Altering our true voice says to others that we are not
confident in ourselves. Stick to your natural voice. Listen to others â€” All too often, we prefer to hear
ourselves speak as opposed to others. In your quest to gentlemanliness, you will do well to remember that
listening to others and not interrupting is a show of respect. Listening more than speaking will allow you to
develop a response to someone and answer intelligently. Use manners â€” Do not underestimate the
importance of saying please and thank you. Being polite while speaking to others shows that you are a man
who is not focused only on himself. Using manners shows that we have a genuine respect for others in society
and are willing to acknowledge them. He is not as confident in himself as he appears. Be slow to talk about
yourself â€” No one likes the guy who talks about himself constantly. This goes hand in hand with listening to
others. When someone asks you how your job is going, do not immediately give an elaborate response about
how successful you are. Learn to focus on the other person, not yourself. Do not swear â€” An occasional slip
of the tongue may be alright, but make a point to not cuss repeatedly. Swearing a lot immediately tells all who
may hear you that you are a negative person. It makes you look unintelligent and lacking in respectability. In
Public Public is a broad word. In this case, I simply mean at the store, post office, or any other place that we
may find ourselves on a day to day basis. In all of our public affairs, it is important to remember a few rules of
thumb if we wish to act as gentlemen. Open the door for all people - Gentlemen hold doors open for people.
They do not make a 90 year old woman open the door for herself. This too shows others that you care more
about their needs than your own. Be courteous to store employees â€” Never treat an employee at a store with
disrespect. Although employees may not always be the best at what they do, that does not give you the right to
treat them with disrespect. Do not be the person who makes a scene or demands to speak to a manager all the
time. A gentleman is above this. Gentlemen look respectable no matter where they go. This does not mean that
you ought to wear dress shirts to the grocery store, but you should at least take the time to comb your hair and
look presentable in public. Give others your full attention â€” If you are ready to pay at a store or public place,
give the cashier your full attention. If you are on the phone, hang up. If you feel you have other things that
require more attention than what you are currently doing, do those things before you go somewhere else. Do
not be loud or disruptive â€” Gentlemen do not use loud voices in public. No one likes the guy that is talking
so loud that everyone in the store can hear him. It makes others uncomfortable and makes you seem like you
are trying to draw attention to yourself. While Driving Driving is one activity that can lead a man to act in a
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ridiculous manner. Gentlemanliness does not end when you are in the car. Still, it is not an easy place to
portray it. Remembering a few key points will aid you in this endeavor. Allow pedestrians to cross â€” It does
not matter if a person walks at an incredibly slow pace when allowed to cross a road, a gentleman always
insist a person walk across before driving along. Never drive right behind someone â€” Driving close to the
back bumper of another car shows that you are an impatient, impolite individual whose sole concern is for no
one other than himself. Yes, many people drive incredibly too slow. Still, a gentleman does not allow his
frustration to get the best of him. Do not play loud music â€” No one is impressed when someone blares his
music so loud that everyone around can hear it. This only shows that he cannot live without getting added
attention, even when parked at a red light. Gentlemen do not require this extra attention, nor do they want it.
Do not honk unless in danger â€” Unless another vehicle is about to collide into yours, there is really no
reason to honk your horn. We have all seen the group of guys in a car that honk at the pretty girl walking
down the street. Honking your horn will not win you a date. Be respectful and have the courage to actually
speak to women. Unless you are competing in some sort of racing event, revving an engine and peeling out
makes you look foolish and immature. When you find yourself in a situation wherein you are a guest,
remember the following: Always call ahead â€” Calling your host before you arrive is a polite gesture. It
allows the person to make sure everything is in order and as they would like it to be. Try not to just show up
unannounced. Make a quick call and let them know you are going to make it on time. Bring Something â€” Do
not expect your host to have everything he or she could possibly need for your stay or visit. This will
obviously vary depending on the situation, but always bring what you think your host may not have or could
use. For an overnight stay this is really important. Do not appear bored â€” If you find your event to be rather
dull, never allow yourself to let your guest see that you are bored. It will undoubtedly make your host feel
uncomfortable. A good remedy for this is to have a backup plan of possible activities in case the visit proves
awkward or dull. Send a thank you â€” A day or two after your visit, show your appreciation by sending a
thank you to your host. This can be in the form of a simple card or letter. If you suspect your host spent some
money on the event, it is a good idea to send a small thank you gift as well. Your host will feel he or she did
well and very appreciated. In a Relationship This is one topic that requires a gentleman to be the ultimate
gentleman. Treating a significant other with little respect proves that you are a selfish man that finds
confidence in feeling more powerful than a woman. A woman should be treated respectfully and with care. A
gentleman will do this by adhering to the following: Remember the little things â€” A gentleman makes it a
point to remember little things about his significant other. If she loves a certain candy, he picks it up for her at
the store. If she likes her socks put in the drawer a certain way, he does it her way. Doing little things like this
may sometimes go unnoticed, but it is when she notices you do them that you see how much they really mean.
Open car doors for her â€” Many men feel embarrassed or are shy about chivalric acts like opening doors for a
woman. Never expect a woman to wash your clothes. It is when a man begins to expect things like these to be
done that a woman starts to feel unappreciated. Be a gentleman and take it upon yourself to do things like this,
at least every now and then. Let go of pride â€” Pride has no place in a relationship. If you are having an
argument over something, do not be unwilling to listen to her side of the story and admit if your own
misunderstandings or wrongdoings. Never have too much pride to admit your own failures. A gentleman
understands the pride should be reserved for other things.
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Print A lot of my childhood was spent in a bookshop. And not just any bookshop â€” like most voracious
readers of Delhi, I spent my days at Bahrisons. Of course, as a child it was difficult to comprehend that the
place I considered a second home was actually one of the few bookstores responsible for grooming the reading
habits and literary tastes of many in newly independent India and subsequent generations since. Nonetheless,
Bahrisons and I have a history. Arrival in Delhi In August , the Partition of India and subsequent creation of
Pakistan sent millions of Hindu refugees fleeing across the border to India. His family, consisting of his
parents, and two brothers and a sister, besides him, had been forced to flee from Malakwal, their ancestral
village a few hours outside of Lahore. Upon reaching the train station, they were separated from their father,
who at the time was the manager of the village bank. And so, without its patriarch, the family set off in
cramped trains towards Amritsar and finally to Delhi, with no belongings and only bleak hopes of survival.
Upon arriving in Delhi, they were allotted a small space to stay in Kingsway Camp, now swarming with
refugees from across the border. At the same time, a single mother travelled from Dera Ismail D. They felt it
would be burden on them to feed six more mouths. The single mother, proud as she was, left the only familiar
place in the capital city and made her way back to Old Delhi Railway Station on the morning of August 16, ,
to take the first train back to her home. Her daughter of 16 years looked after her siblings while their mother
thought of what was to be done next. Luckily, they came across a man, who, looking to help refugees from
NWFP, took them to a camp in Meerut. Soon after that, the family moved back to Delhi where they too, were
allotted residence at Kingsway Camp. Living as refugees Life as a refugee was not easy in the months
following the Partition. They worked on trains, reserving and selling seats, delivering items on bullock carts,
and found other means of earning. Eventually, the family, reunited with their father, applied for and acquired a
tender for printing and distributing government publications in This business, allotted to the eldest brother
who named it Bahri Brothers, was set up then and still exists today at Lajpat Rai Market across the Red Fort in
Old Delhi. Rather than naming it after their family title, Malhotra, they named the business after their clan, the
Bahris. This was their first step into the book trade. Soon after, the young man too found his bearings, dividing
his time between the family business and a volunteer position at a social services camp. Meanwhile, the single
mother from D. I Khan was granted a teaching position in Delhi and was able to enrol her young children in
schools to complete their education. Her year-old daughter, having passed her Matriculation examinations and
able to converse in English, began teaching adults at Kingsway Camp. In , she too began her training at a
social services camp where introduced by a mutual friend, she met and fell in love with the young man from
Malakwal. Setting up shop By , the young man was working at a store in Chandni Chowk selling fountain
pens, but dreamt of owning his own store. Having neither the capital nor the experience to own a shop, he
grasped his dream firmly and approached his employer, a Congress politician, for help. What became the
Bahrisons of today is actually a combination of three different shops. The cost of the first shop was a
then-whopping amount of Rs â€” Rs 50 as security and Rs as the lease â€” money that he did not have. Added
to that was a loan of Rs taken from a friend to furnish and begin the store. And so, Bahrisons was born. And
with it, the young man acquired the title of Bahri sahib. Apart from his professional life, which had begun to
finally thrive, he had kept a soft spot in his heart for the woman from the Frontier who now worked at the
Ministry of Rehabilitation, then located at Jaisalmer House, a short walk from Khan Market. Thus Bahrisons
became a reality camouflaged as an empty shop in Khan Market. He advised him to stock books on the empty
shelves. The year-old knew nothing about the written word, but plenty about survival and making the most of
every opportunity. He welcomed the advice wholeheartedly, considering Sagar a mentor, and devouring any
knowledge he provided on the trade. This relationship between the two men had two significant outcomes.
First, Bahri sahib embraced the power of the notepad. Every day, from 8. Through further conversations, he
gauged their interest and exactly what titles they were looking for. Then, at 1 pm, he would shut the shop and
set off for Connaught Place to meet his guide, who would go through the daily scribbles in the notebook and
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generously give his mentee the titles he needed off his own shelf at Lakshmi books. This tradition of noticing,
keeping check, gauging tastes and remembering clients still exists today. The intimate bond between the
bookseller and the customer, established in , has cemented itself over the years as a convention that can be
expected whenever one ventures into Bahrisons. The second interesting thing is that the relationship between
Lakshmi Bookstore and Bahrisons found new ways to reinvent itself, bringing it full circle: Family and
expansion With his future secure at the bookshop and hers at the Ministry of Rehabilitation, the man from
Malakwal and the woman from the Frontier got married in Having lived their whole life in India at Kingsway
camp, the couple, with the birth of their first child, finally moved to a simple government accommodation
allotted to Mrs Bahri in Netaji Nagar, New Delhi. With a steady salary of Rs per month, it was she who ran
the household; any profits acquired from the bookstore were put back into it as capital for expansion. The shop
next door had been vacant and was soon acquired, now making Bahrisons square feet, more than twice as
large. More space meant more stock, which meant a larger income â€” the family could now afford to enjoy
simple luxuries like a little blue and white Lambretta scooter. The year saw the birth of their second daughter,
and the birth of their son in completed their family. They also saved up enough to construct their first house in
Safdarjung Enclave, where they still live today. Growing in stature Along with size, Bahrisons also grew in
reputation. Its original regular clientele consisted of government officials, secretaries and superintendents.
Eventually it came to include several prime ministers and politicians, besides diplomats, ambassadors and
actorsetc. Khan Market, known today as one of the most upscale markets in Delhi, was smaller then. Modest
in character, it boasted only of a few stores â€” two vegetable-sellers, a grocer, a chemist, a cycle-shop, two
halwais, a store for household items, an ice-cream parlour, banks and two bookstores. If we strip away the
exorbitantly expensive exteriors of the infamous U-shaped market today, we will find at its core the humility
and hard work of the refugees who originally populated it. Citizens of the newly independent capital city
wanted to read. The more they conversed with the proprietor, the more he understood their tastes, thereby
expanding his collection. But really, it was his demeanour that drew them back â€” Bahri sahib was always
conscious of his behaviour around his customers. He did not mind if someone browsed for hours without
buying, or if a child sat in the store from morning to night and read an entire book without having the money
to buy it. And, encouraged by their patience and kindness, his knowledge and respect for the trade grew over
the years. During this time, it was his wife who acted as his main pillar of support. Originally, when he would
go to Janpath at lunchtime, she would take a few hours off from her work and handle the cash counter at the
shop. Eventually, due to its success, she chose to take early retirement in , after working for 25 years at the
government office. She then divided her time between the bookshop and home. From onwards, their son
began helping out at the store, first for a few hours after school, and then on a full-time basis after graduating
from University. Much like his father, he had a sharp memory for titles and enjoyed interacting with
customers on the floor. Hands-on knowledge, always the way of the Bahris, helped him to embrace the world
he grew up in. The father-son duo expanded the store further with the creation of an additional floor, which
meant more space for browsing. Together, they explored new topics to display on the shelves and presented an
ambience for comfortable browsing and discussions. Cut to the present Which brings us to the Bahrisons of
today. Mrs and Mr Bahri â€” my grandparents â€” sit in front of me, reminiscing. I watch as the couple
remembers their life of struggle and how it was gradually transformed into a life of comfort. I ask my
grandfather what he has learnt from all his years as a bookseller. I remember when, back in the day, I would
sometimes chance upon a child stealing a book or a comic. Inevitably, 10 or 15 years later, they would come
back to the shop, all grown up, apologising and wanting to pay for the book they might have once stolen, a
book that might have got them addicted to reading in the first place! That is what Bahrisons has always been
about â€” relationships, trust and a thirst for the written word. I think about the Bahrisons umbrella today â€”
consisting of three bookstores run together by my grandparents and parents, a publishing house named
Tara-India Research Press, and a literary agency called Red Ink, where I now work. I think of the days, years
and decades that my family has dedicated to love of reading. I think of qualities like humility and respect
passed through the generations to my siblings and me. I think of the loyalty and dedication of our employees. I
think of how I feel every time I walk into the shop; the way it smells of printed paper, the way there is no
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surface devoid of books, the way the air is filled with a passion for reading. I think of the romance all its
patrons share with it, generations of families that continue to visit it, and what compels them to return. But
most of all, I think of all the people who have come together because of the humble dream of a young man
from Malakwal. And my heart is filled with pride. We welcome your comments at letters scroll.
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